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Introduction
New innovations from SiccaDania Filtration,
such as LeanFlux®, reduce OPEX cost,
improve yield/quality, saves water and
allow for more effective footprints. An
important additional LeanFlux® benefit
is the overall reduced environmental
impact of the solution, adding to an evergrowing need to boost the Dairy and Food
industry’s green profile. The efficiency and
flexibility of the LeanFlux® solution allow
for the optimisation of existing and new
processing requirements.
SiccaDania Filtration always looks
for optimal solutions, which naturally
includes challenging present processes,
performances and traditional limits for
crossflow membrane filtration.

Many customers will take a conservative
approach to new solutions as the industry
simply cannot believe that a new plant
design can improve the crossflow filtration
process so drastically. But it does!
Introducing LeanFlux® will not only drive
significant OPEX savings and increased
process efficiency but also allow you to reap
the environmental benefits sooner rather
than later.
LeanFlux® truly deserves the attention of
the industry for obvious reasons. We find it
extremely important to share facts with you
and the rest of the industry.

In short…. can it be done more efficiently.  

And we can support this with relevant data and
are more than happy to discuss your process
applications and project requirements.

The results of our LeanFlux® process are
so impressive that they seem too good to
be true.

You are also more than welcome to engage
with us on the rental of pilot plants to have
your own internal proof of performance.

Quote from a leading membrane manufacturer
to the Dairy and Food Industry:
« It’s amazing what you can do once you break down a product or process
to its basic building blocks and redefine what’s possible »
That’s LeanFlux in a nutshell

SiccaDania Group
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We can present comparable yearly OPEX
savings (Classic vs LeanFlux®) with an
average of 30 - 40% OPEX savings, not
including many other direct and indirect
savings going forward.
This guide offers you some of the most
important numbers in comparison with a
classic crossflow filtration system.
We have included an example from Protein
Fractionation of skim milk to ensure that
the numbers remain as specific as possible.
The basis of our comparison is a one to
one comparison using a classic design
using Polymeric Micro Filtration (PMF) vs
LeanFlux® Micro Filtration.
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Other applications, both MF and UF, will,
apart from direct OPEX savings, most
probably result in even larger OPEX benefits.
Not to speak about the potential benefits like
CIP chemical savings, extended membrane
lifetime, longer operating time between CIP,
more uniform product quality etc.
First, we’ll look at the proven and
quantifiable benefits (OPEX & CO2), which
we classify as category 1 benefits.   
We are meticulously working on quantifying
a further range of expected benefits and
improved performance opportunities
through further testing and data collection.
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Increase the efficiency
and performance of
your operations
The mechanisms for fine-tuning TMP through permeate back pressure and
independently Crossflow control (Qc) makes LeanFlux® plant a unique
tool/process for optimising your operation

Arrow-right

reducing costs

Arrow-right

improving

overall performance (TCO & Product uniformity)
Fractionation of specific proteins that
normally are considered difficult to separate
is an excellent example of a process where
you can increase the selectivity, yield and/or
purity by the ability to adjust the parameters
of your filtration process very precisely.  
The unique LeanFlux process optimised for
fractionation and concentration processes
not only significantly increases overall
performance compared to classic membrane
solutions, but also gives you the ability to
create innovative and better processes. This is
your opportunity to differentiate.  

You may think that your processes already
are optimised as much as possible. And
they might very well be as optimal as they
can get with your existing plant setup.
With LeanFlux®, we present a novel system
approach and a new set of tools that will
move the limits for what you can achieve in
a crossflow filtration process.
And as stated earlier, it will open up entirely
new opportunities for process applications
and business cases.

Quote from a leading manufacturer of Dairy Ingredients:
« With LeanFlux® we have learnt many aspects of crossflow spiral
wound membrane filtration that we didn’t know that we needed to know.
An amazing development we have waited ages for. Finally something
innovative and clearly effective. »

SiccaDania Group
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Let’s look at
some actual data
Nothing is more convincing than actual numbers.
So, let’s start with the OPEX benefits we already can
deliver. Many other significant savings are obvious
consequences of the LeanFlux process, but they
still need to be quantified over time. All well-known
theories however support these further benefits, which
again will drive additional savings and efficiency.
We have for the sake of comparison taken a
standard Protein Fractionation application for skim
milk based on Polymeric Micro Filtration (PMF) with
a plant capacity of 10,000 kg/h and membrane
area of 2,200 m2.
We have indexed the actual numbers to make
comparison easier between LeanFlux® and a
classic crossflow filtration system.
The immediately quantifiable savings are obviously
financially attractive as well as great for the
environment and your company’s green profile.
The data is also a great indication of possible OPEX
benefits for other low-pressure filtration applications.
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Classic vs LeanFlux® Fractionation process
LeanFlux® Calculated OPEX Comparison (MF Application)

Classic vs LeanFlux® - General Applications
Important applications initially are
Ź
Ź
Ź
Ź
Ź

Defatting (WPC, WPI, MPC & MPI)
Skim milk fractionations (MCC & Native/Ideal whey)
Casein Standardisation, cheese milks
Protein concentration (WPC, WPI, MPC & MPI)
Whey protein fractionation (Special WPC, WPI)

All low-pressure applications will significantly benefit from LeanFlux.
The benefits will depend on the actual application.
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LeanFlux® Main Dairy Applications

Above is an overview of OPEX benefits
comparing classic applications with
LeanFlux. These numbers are easily
calculated.
Classic applications are Spiral Wound Micro
& Ultra Filtration (PMF & UF) and Ceramic
Micro & Ultra Filtration (CMF & CUF).
LeanFlux will naturally drive even more
OPEX savings, than the reduced utility costs.
All theories support that controlled TMP
and optimised crossflow during production
as well as CIP, will result in improved and
effective, yet gentle performance of the
entire process.

A shortlist of additional contributors to the
overall OPEX savings are
Ź Improved efficiency/yield – More
efficient membrane surface to meet
process requirements
Ź Efficient CIP through controlled conditions
– Improved membrane lifetime
Ź Reduced effluent – Lower fouling and
easier cleaning
Ź Improved performance – Positive effects
on downstream processes
Ź Lower footprint – Effective m2
Surely LeanFlux plants will be even more
efficient and thereby also possibly reduce
capital expenditure (CAPEX) and allow you
to decide your optimal balance between
OPEX, Environmental Impact and CAPEX.
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Introducing LeanFlux®
seamlessly into
your production
Implementing innovative and new processes
is only a challenge if the technology is
completely new. LeanFlux® is based on wellknown processes and components, therefore
easy adoption into your process environment
is basically straightforward. Your dedicated
teams working with optimising process
and production will, in cooperation with the
SiccaDania Filtration team, be more than able
to find the optimum solution, CAPEX and
OPEX wise, for your application.
First of all, the SD Filtration team has more
than 200+ years of experience in the field
of Cross Flow Membrane Filtration. This is
embedded in the industrial design as well
as the Pilot plants available for your inhouse testing.

your applications and getting you and your
team truly convinced. It will give you a feel of
the new system design and all the potential
benefits embedded in this unique design.
The pilot plant can in addition accelerate
your development process, as each level
can independently operate different TMP
levels and/or operate the same conditions
with different membranes. The dedicated
application software is intuitive and easy
to operate, and it represents an excellent
opportunity for increased data gathering on
your processes.
Data is becoming more and more important,
which also applies to the dairy & food industry.
LeanFlux® Pilot plants can accelerate your
development cycles drastically.

Further, we have applied an innovative
combination of proven components and
technologies into our LeanFlux® design.
The pilot plants include full control of all
LeanFlux® aspects including a very high
level of safety on every process parameter
and control point. The operator is guided, if
necessary, in all steps throughout the process.
To support an even easier introduction to
your production environment and dedicated
processes, we have designed a LeanFlux®
Pilot Plant as a highly effective tool for testing
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Get an OPEX calculation
Are you interested in a calculation of your potential OPEX savings?
Click the button below to book a calculation of your potential savings
if you choose a LeanFlux® plant for your next production line.

Calculate my potential
OPEX savings
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How does LeanFlux®
compare when we look at
OPEX in the bigger picture?
You can classify the benefits of LeanFlux®
in 3 categories – 1) Calculable – 2) Expected
benefits based on well-known theories – 3)
True long term benefits including
downstream processes, once the system
proves better performance over time.
So far, we have only looked at what we call
Category 1 savings.
These are the straightforward OPEX benefits
(Energy and Utilities) that we can calculate
and also guarantee.
There are also several category 2 savings
that we are still working on quantifying,
however will list them here, as they are
exciting to anyone comparing LeanFlux®
with a “classic” solution.
1. Optimised CIP (Cleaning In Place)
efficiency
LeanFlux reduces fouling, over fluxing
and peak TMP, which in turn means that
you can reduce your chemical usage,
reduce CIP time and increase overall
production efficiency.     
2. Extended membrane lifetime
The reduction of peak TMP and reduced
over fluxing combined with optimised
CIP efficiency will significantly extend the
lifetime of your membranes. The reduced

SiccaDania Group

TMP and lower CIP intensity minimize the
physical degradation of your membranes
over time.
3. Improved process/yield
You can increase the yield and purity
since LeanFlux® gives you the ability to
adjust the parameters of your filtration
process very precisely. The LeanFlux®
design also allows for reduced permeate
overflow, which again favours improved
product uniformity and reduced
membrane area required to reach
desired performance.
4. Savings on up- & downstream process
Thanks to the higher accuracy and levels
of purity with a LeanFlux® plant, you’ll
be able to achieve significant savings on
the up-and downstream processes. The
improved processes are simply a result of
a more controlled starting point.
5. Reduced plant footprint
The LeanFLux design also allows for
of reduced footprint compared to the
classic solutions. The way we design
the plant means that we can optimise
loops (height and width) allowing you
to produce much larger volumes in the
same space compared to “classical” plant
designs (Layout/Footprint).
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About SiccaDania &
SiccaDania Filtration
SiccaDania Filtration came to life in 2018
and consists of a team of highly skilled
and experienced people with a wealth
of knowledge in Crossflow Membrane
Filtration for the Dairy & Food Industry.
SD Filtration’s core team consist of highly
skilled personnel, each with 20-30+ years’
experience within their field of expertise.
The team has been instrumental and
directly involved in the successful delivery
of several hundred membrane filtration
plants worldwide and has combined more
than 200+ years of experience designing
and commissioning crossflow membrane
filtration systems.
SiccaDania Filtration’s customised standard
solutions approach allows for a unique
customer design, yet based on standardised
building blocks. All filtration plants are “Plug
& Produce”, easy to maintain, operate and
adapt to future requirements. Our team

is dedicated to finding the best solutions
for your applications and making sure
that we can support your production with
aftermarket service, online support and a
swift supply of spare parts.

About SiccaDania
SiccaDania was founded in 2014 by, a group
of engineers with vast experience fromin
the drying and evaporating industries.
established SiccaDania, SiccaDania set out
to be a company that focuses on creating
the solutions our customers want. From
the humble beginning with no more than
10 people, we now proudly boast a global
footprint with offices in France, Germany, The
Netherlands, Poland, Singapore, China, Brazil
and Canada, and more than 400 employees.

Do you have any questions?
Feel free to contact us with any questions you might have.
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Lars Bo Fredsted

SD Filtration A/S

Managing Director • SD Filtration
Mobile: +45 4169 2063
Office: +45 8882 6620
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